ENGLISH
IMPORTANT TO KNOW!
• When the watch is underwater or wet, never use the pushers/bezels, or set the time. Watch cases
and metal bracelets should be rinsed thoroughly in fresh water after being in salt water.
• No hot tub/sauna. Please do not take your DIESEL watch into the hot tub/sauna. The combination of
extreme heat and water may cause your watch to lose some of its water-resistance.
• No backward hand, or date, adjustments should be made when the analog hands read between 8pm
and 3am. At these times, the gears are too close together and such a change could cause damage.
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Resistance to Water
Water Resistance

Caseback
Marking

Water-Related Use

  

Depth
Washing
Hands

—

Shower,
Bathing

Swimming, Snorkeling

Scuba Diving

—

WR

—

3 ATM

3 Bar,
30 Meters

5 ATM

5 Bar,
50 Meters

10 ATM

10 Bar,
100 Meters

20 ATM

20 Bar,
200 Meters

30 ATM

30 Bar,
300 Meters

50 ATM

50 Bar,
500 Meters
Always set the crown in closed position (the normal position).
Tighten screw-lock crown completely.
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Date Watch  515.2-3, 2117, 2317, VX42EZ-D
Date Setting
1. Pull crown out to position 2.
2. Rotate counter-clockwise to set date.
3. Return crown back to position 1.
1 2 3

Time Setting
1. Pull crown out to position 3.
2. Rotate counter-clockwise to set time.
3. Return crown to position 1.

DATE

Day/Date Watch  2305
Date Setting
1. Pull crown out to position 2.
2. Rotate clockwise to set date.
3. Return crown back to position 1.
Day Setting
With crown still in position 2, turn counter-clockwise and set
day for previous day.
Time Setting
1. Pull crown out to position 3.
2. Rotate counter-clockwise to set time.
3. Return crown to position 1.
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DAY

1 2 3
DATE

Chronograph  JS15, JS16, JS26, JS10
24-HOUR HAND

A

CHRONOGRAPH
MINUTE HAND

CHRONOGRAPH
MINUTE HAND

1 2 3

1 2 3
CHRONOGRAPH
SECOND HAND

B

A

CHRONOGRAPH
SECOND HAND

B

24-HOUR HAND

DATE SETTING
1. Pull crown out to position 2.
2. Rotate clockwise to set date.
3. Return crown back to position 1.
time SETTING
1. Pull crown out to position 3.
2. Rotate clockwise to set time.
3. Return crown to position 1.
CHRONOGRAPH
1. Press A to start/stop the chronograph.
2. Press B to reset to zero.
CHRONOGRAPH ZERO RESET
1. If either of the chronograph hands is not at the zero (12:00) position, pull crown out to position 3.
2. Press A to rotate hands clockwise; press B to rotate hands counter-clockwise.
3. Each press of A or B will move the chronograph hands by one increment/decrement.
Press and hold A or B for fast increment/decrement.
4. When both hands are in the zero position, reset time and return crown to position 1.
NOTE: Chronograph minute hand will synchronize with chronograph second hand during
chronograph zero reset.
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Chronograph Stopwatch  VD57B
1/10 SECOND HAND

A

MINUTE HAND

1 2 3
SECOND HAND

B

Date Setting (on some models only)
1. Pull crown out to position 2.
2. Rotate clockwise to set date.
3. Push crown back to position 1.
Time Setting
1. Pull crown out to position 3.
2. Rotate clockwise to set time.
3. Return crown to position 1.
Using the Stopwatch
1. Press A to start/stop the stopwatch.
2. Press B to control the split time and reset.
Stopwatch Hand Adjustment
1. Pull crown out to position 3.
2. Press A to reset the stopwatch 1/10 second hand to the “0” position.
3. Press B to reset the second and minute hands.
4. Each press of A or B will move the chronograph hands by one increment/decrement.
Press and hold A or B for fast increment/decrement.
Note: If the stopwatch hands function improperly, pull out crown and press A and B at the same
time for over 2 seconds. When the pushers are released, the stopwatch second and 1/10 second
hands will spin around and return to “0.” This will indicate that the internal circuit has been reset.
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Chronograph  VD51B
DATE SETTING
1. Pull crown out to position 2.
2. Rotate the crown clockwise until
the preview day’s date appears.
3. Return crown to position 1.
TIME SETTING
1. Pull crown out to position 2 when
the second hand is at the 12 o’clock position.
2. Rotate crown to set time.
3. Return crown to position 1.

SECOND HAND

A

MINUTE HAND

B

1 2 3

USING THE STOPWATCH
1. Press A to start/stop the stopwatch.
2. Press B to control split time and reset.
NOTE: The measurement time is indicated by the stopwatch hands that move
independently of the center hands (and 24- hour hand where applicable).
NOTE: The stopwatch can measure up to 60 minutes.
STOPWATCH HAND ADJUSTMENT
1. Pull crown out to position 3.
2. Press A or B to reset all stopwatch hands to “0” position.
3. Each press of A or B will rotate hands clockwise; press B to rotate hands counter-clockwise.
Press and hold A or B for fast increment/decrement.
4. Return crown to position 1.
NOTE: Before setting the time, check if all the chronograph hands - 1/10 second
(where applicable), second, minute - are at the “0”(12 o’clock) position.
NOTE: If the stopwatch is in use, press the buttons in the following order to reset it,
and then check if the hands return to the “0” position.
*If the chronograph is counting: A ° B
*If the stopwatch is stopped: B
*If the split time is displayed: B ° A ° B
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Chronograph  VD53, VD53B, VR32A25
DATE SETTING
1. Pull crown out to position 2.
2. Rotate clockwise to set date.
3. Return crown back to position 1.
TIME SETTING
1. Before setting the time, make sure the
chronograph is stopped and set to zero
(12:00) position.
2. Pull crown out to position 3.
3. Rotate crown clockwise to set time.
4. Return crown to position 1.

A
24-HOUR
HAND
MINUTE HAND

SECOND HAND

1 2 3
B

Chronograph
1. Press A to start/stop the chronograph.
2. Press B to reset to zero.
Split Time
1. Press B while the chronograph is running.
2. Press B again to return to the chronograph.
3. Press A to finalize timing.
4. Press B to reset.
Chronograph Zero Reset
1. If either of the chronograph hands is not at the zero (12:00) position, pull crown out to position 3.
2. Press A to rotate hands clockwise; press B to rotate hands counter-clockwise.
3. Each press of A or B will move the chronograph hands by one increment/decrement.
Press and hold A or B for fast increment/decrement.
4. When both hands are in the zero position, reset time and return crown to position 1.
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Automatic  8N24-N-LR-DZ, NH38A3M

HOUR HAND
MINUTE HAND

1 2
SECOND HAND

WINDING THE MAINSPRING
1. Rotate the crown clockwise at position 1. Wind approximately 10 times clockwise
and it will start to move naturally.
TIME SETTING
1. Pull the crown out to position 2.
2. Rotate crown to set time.
3. Return crown back to position 1.
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Digital

FL137AX, FL137AB, QFOX21CA, QFOX21CB, QFOX21BB

A

B

A

A

FL137AB

B

FL137AX
QFOX21CA
QFOX21CB

B

QFOX21BB

OVERVIEW
Features include CALENDAR and TIME.
NORMAL TIME DISPLAY
1. Press A to change display. Display sequence is time, calendar, seconds.
2. Press B to toggle 12/24-hour format.
TIME AND DATE SETTING
1. Press and hold B for 2 seconds to enter setting mode; year will begin flashing.
2. Press A to advance digit; press and hold A for fast advance.
3. Press B to set and advance to next setting value.
4. Setting sequence is year, month, date, hour, minute.
5. Press B to exit setting mode.
Note: Hour will be displayed in 24-hour format in time setting mode.
Note: If no pusher/button is operated for 30 seconds, all changes will be saved and the
setting will automatically return to display mode.
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Digital

QFO-015-AA

A

D

B

C

OVERVIEW
Features include CALENDAR, ALARM, 12/24H FORMAT, CHRONO, TIMER,
DUAL TIME, EL BACKLIGHT.
TIME SETTING
1. Press and hold C for 2 seconds to enter setting mode; seconds will begin flashing.
2. Press B to set and advance to next setting value.
3. Setting sequence is second, minute, hour 12/24H format, month, day, week.
4. Press D to advance the flashing digit.
5. Press C to exit setting mode.
NOTE: Pressing D while the seconds are in the range of 30 to 59 resets them to 00 and adds
1 to the minutes. In the range of 00 to 29, the minutes are unchanged.
NOTE: Press A for 3 seconds to activate EL backlight.
ALARM SETTING
1. Press D to turn on/off the alarm or chime.
2. To set the alarm, press and hold C for 2 seconds to select “hour” setting; Press B to select
“minute” setting; Press D to advance the flashing digit.
3. When the alarm reaches the scheduled time, the alarm icon will flash and the chime will sound
for 20 seconds.
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CHRONOGRAPH
1. Press D to start/stop chronograph.
2. When stopped, press C to return to zero.
3. When running, press C to split count, then press D to exit split count and C to return to zero.
4. Press B to return to time.
TIMER MODE
1. The display range of the timer is 23 hours, 59 minutes and 59 seconds.
2. Press D to start/stop the timer. Press C to return to starting value.
3. Timer sounds for 10 seconds when counting down to 00:00:00. The timer is automatically
reset to its starting value after the alarm stops.
DUAL TIME
1. In the Dual Time mode, press and hold C for 2 seconds to select “minute” setting; Press B to
select “hour” setting, Press D to adjust the flashing item; Press C to finish setting and to exit
setting mode.
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